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Presidents Report read at the A.G.M.
As the incumbent, it is my duty to wax lyrical about
the achievements of our august organization during
the last twelve months. It has not been your average
run of the mill year as our members might recall. All
has not been gloom, nor doom, but for many it was a
difficult year.
Some of us used the periods of enforced isolation to
good effect. Stories were written, old friends and lost
relatives contacted. I had the joy of meeting many
relatives previously unknown to me, and some
blankets were lifted. That is what Genealogy and
family history research is all about – our people and
their lives.
When the Victorian second lock-down forced our
rooms to close, a group of our enterprising members
found a safe place to meet out of doors. They are now
welcome back into the research room. Other
members should somehow be persuaded to come in
again and renew or start their search.
Covid-19 has not gone, but in Australia, our future is
looking brighter. Our average age will see most of
our members vaccine protected over the next couple
of months and perhaps the country open again to the
World by the end of the year.
The Committee of Management of W.G.I. have met
through the year and when forced to close the rooms
we thought it only reasonable that members denied
access through most of 2020 should be given credit
for their lost research time. Membership paid for
2020 will retain credence through 2021. Anyone who
feels the urge to donate to the club can deposit at
BSB & A/c nominated by the Treasurer.
I hope the coming year will see the club membership
relax and get involved in a positive year of family
history research as we get back to normal.
Peter Brown (President)

Matters

Your Elected Committee for
2021 – 2022 are as follows:
President: Peter Brown
Vice President: Marj Scarse
Secretary: John Jacob
Treasurer: Pam Harrison
Committee: Valda Scrace, Glenys Dempsey,
Margaret Ritchie and Ann Preston.
We welcome Margaret and Ann to the
committee.

Bob Tyler has decided to retire from the
committee this year so we would like to
thank him for his many years helping W.G.I.
We would especially like to thank him for
stepping in when W.G.I. needed him most.
Thank you Bob.

At the A.G.M., Peter Brown added the following:
On behalf of W.G.I. I wish to thank Gail Adie for her
work a Volunteer in Chief.
Further thanks to all those members who have
volunteered time and effort to make W.G.I. a great
and useful organisation.
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Matters decided at the A.G.M.
Membership fee has now risen to $50 for a single member and $80 for couples, a rise of $5.
Members are now invited to sit in on Committee Meetings, not to be participants at this meeting
but to observe and hopefully to take notes. Following straight after the Committee Meeting an
Ordinary Member’s Meeting will be held. Anything you wish to say at this meeting will be
discussed respectfully by all present. If you are only interested in the Ordinary Member’s Meeting,
unfortunately the Committee Meeting cannot be given an exact time line so please enter the
research room quietly so this meeting may continue to its end. The first of such meetings will be
held on the 28th April beginning with the Committee Meeting at 2 pm. This late start is due to the
Library being shut between 1 – 2pm. Times may change as Covid rules change.


Please come along and have your say, this is your chance to let the Committee know your thoughts
and ideas.

Found on Facebook
When GENTLY writing on the back of photos use a 6 B
pencil. These have a SOFT, DARK broad lead and don’t
push an imprint through to the front of precious pictures.
Fine pencils and ball point pens etc. do leave impressions.

Everyone at W.G.I. will be sad to see Gail Adie leave us for new
horizons. Thank you Gail for all your hard work on behalf of W.G.I.
We will miss you, but wish you well in your new endeavours.
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How did I end up in Australia?
Before starting my family research, I knew little about earlier heritage, other than that my grandfather was
from Hamburg, where I was born, and that I had a long line of German heritage.
I have since discovered that my heritage goes right back to East Prussia (now Poland). This is how far
back along this branch of my family tree I have been able to go so far. Not necessarily outstanding, but
for me, enlightening.
This story follows my paternal line, with them picking up partners on the way, from all over other parts of
Germany.
My paternal line seems to have moved gradually westwards through Germany, ending in Hamburg, until
the 2nd World War and conditions after the war precipitated my immediate family's big move to
Australia.
My 3rd great grandfather, Johann Gottfried Jacob, lived in Mallmitz, near Sprottau, which was in
Schlesien, Prussia, and is now Malomice, Lubuskie, Poland (about 400km west of Warsaw, not far from
the German border), where he was a small-scale farmer. So far, I have not been able to find out more.
My 2nd great grandfather Heinrich Rudolph Jacob was born there in May 1831.
He joined the Prussian army and ended up with his regiment in Wittenberge,
Brandenburg (about 100km north-west of Berlin). There he met my 2nd great
grandmother Dorethee Elizabeth Marie Buss from Wittenberge, with lineage in
the Wittenberge area going back at least a couple of generations. Heinrich
acknowledged parentage with her in 1854 of my 2nd great-aunt Louise, then
marrying Dorothee in 1856. They settled down in Wittenberge at Karlstrasse 14.
A photo of house, taken on my visit to Wittenberge in 2019, is shown at right.
My 2nd great grandfather worked in Wittenberge as a machine operator on the Berlin-Hamburg railway.
This railway had recently opened in 1846 and was then the longest railway in the German states, running
from Berlin to Hamburg.
Heinrich and Dorothee had 8 children in Wittenberge between 1854 and 1870 – Loiuse, Heinrich, twins
Hermann and Paul, Anna, Wilhelm, Gustav and Emma.
Their 3rd child, Hermann Wilhelm Karl Jacob, born in 1859 in
Wittenberge, is my great grandfather, shown at right in about
1930. He married Minna Caroline Luise Heine, from
Wittenberge, in 1881. Her lineage is also from the Wittenberge
area, going back a couple of generations. Her photo, also taken about 1930, is shown at right.
Hermann, like his father, worked on the Berlin-Hamburg railway as a
metal worker. They initially lived at Scheunenstrasse 5 in Wittenberge,
(see photo of this house, taken on my visit to Wittenberge in 2019), and
had their first two children there – Rudolf and Anna. Then, it seems,
work opportunities on the railway, and the attraction of a big city,
caused them to move to Hamburg in about 1899.
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There they had 4 more children in Hamburg between 1890 and 1897 – Minna, Wilhelm, Hermann and
Sophie.
Their 4th child, Wilhelm Robert Gustav Jacob, born in 1891 in
Hamburg, was my grandfather, who I knew as my Opa Willie.
The photo at right is my Opa Willie in 1966. He married Irma
Olga Anna Else Kretzschmar, from Hamburg, in 1918 in
Hamburg.
Her lineage goes back to the Pinneberg area, just west of Hamburg, and the Leipzig area in Saxony,
Germany. I never knew my grandmother Irma; she died of pneumonia in 1935. A photo of her from about
1930 is at right. They had two sons in 1920 and 1925 – Werner and Hellmut. Opa Willie worked at the
gasworks in Hamburg.
Werner Jacob was my father.
My father worked as a fitter and turner in Hamburg, marrying my mother Ilse
Warning, from Hamburg, in 1942. My mother’s heritage goes back to the Cassel,
Hessen (about 250km south of Hamburg) and the Nordwestmecklenburg area of
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, Germany (near the Baltic Sea 100km north-east of
Hamburg). Their wedding photo is at right. My parents lived at the house with my
grandfather, and his 2nd wife Else, until my father was drafted into the German
Army in 1944.
As an infantry soldier, my father ended up as part of the German forces occupying Czechoslovakia at the
end of World War 2, and being captured by the Russians near Pisek on 8 May 1945, when the Germans
surrendered to the Allies in Berlin. He spent the next 4 years in a Russian Prisoner of war camp about
200km north of Moscow.
On release, and back with my mother in Hamburg, my father set about getting an engineering
qualification, achieving this in 1955. With this qualification, he got an engineering position with a large
mechanical engineering company in Cologne, so we moved from Hamburg to
Cologne. With the poor conditions in Germany, and the attraction of a better life
and opportunities overseas, my family immigrated to Australia in 1957 on the
ship “MS Australia”. I was then seven years old. A short time before my uncle
Hellmut and his family had emigrated to California USA. At right is a photo of us
in the early days in South Melbourne.
So it has been a journey of discovery doing my family tree, and, unfortunately, as with many other family
researchers, the more you find, the more questions there are of your family and relatives who ae no longer
with us.
John Jacob
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Highland Clearance
submitted by Peter Brown, for those with Scottish Heritage.

They cam at dawnin doon the glen,
ill – favoured, yawnin lowland men.
They spoke a tongue A coudnae catch,
But fire wis flung intae oor thatch.
An aye returnin in ma dreams,
A smell the burnin, hear the screams.
*Highland Clearance – the forced eviction of the inhabitants of the Highlands and western islands of
Scotland C1750 – C1850.

Hill Track
Half-hid in gress an stour, Stanley an rough,
The road atour the muir Is plain enough.
Far aff, it winds an twists Amang the braes,
Till lost in autumn mists Or simmer haze.
Nae Roman laid thae stanes, Nae engineer
Set oot the kerbs an drains, For nane are here.
The feet o mony men Trod oot this track,
Wha lang syne left their glen An ne’er cam back.
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HELP WANTED
W.G.I. needs a few more members to participate on our Duty Rosters. It is not necessary to ‘know
everything’, in fact there would be very few Genealogists that do. If you like helping people this can be
very rewarding. There will always be two people on duty and now is the perfect time to hone your skills
with only3 hour sessions, due to our COVID protocol. Please give this some thought and see if you can
spare just 2 hours once or twice a month. As we are all voluntary Duty Persons at W.G.I. it is unfair to
leave the load to a few. Please contact Valda, if you can help on 5674 8270 or 0488 356 216. Thanks,
Glenys.

DON’T FORGET THAT YOUR 2020 MEMBERSHIP PAYMENTS WILL BE
CARRIED OVER TO 2021

LEST WE FORGET
W.G.I. Committee for 2020-‘21

.

President: Peter Brown
Vice President: Marj Scarce
Secretary: John Jacobs
Treasurer: Pam Harrison
Ordinary Committee Members:
Margaret Ritchie, Ann Preston, Valda
Scrase, Glenys Dempsey

